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speed of sound (m/s) 
rotor area (m2) 
mean coefficient (harmonic analysis) 
cosine coefficient (harmonic analysis); n = harmonic number 
number of blades = 3 
buttline (m) 
sine coefficient (harmonic analysis); n = harmonic number 
chord (m) 
collective pitch, referenced to 75% radial station (deg) 
thrust coefficient 
thrust parameter 
blade flapwise bendlng stiffness (N-m2) 
blade edgewise bending stiffness (N-m2) 
total rotating in-plane force at hub in xs-direction (N) 
total rotating in-plane force at hub in ys-direction (N) 
total rotating out-of-plane hub force (N) 
fuselage station (m) 
total nonrotating in-plane force in Xs-direction (N) 
total nonrotating in-plane force in Ys-direction (N) 
total nonrotating out-of-plane force (N) (Fz is equivalent to ftz) 
gravitational acceleration (m/s2) = 9.8 
torsional stiffness (N-m2) 
indicated air speed (m/s) 
... 
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blade flap inertia (kg-rn2) 
blade lag inertia (kg-m2) 
blade polar moments of inertia (kg-m2) = jj (Y2 + 22) dm, I./ (22 - Y2) dm, respectively 
sectional polar moments of inertia (kg-mz/m) = jj (Yt2 + Zt2) dm, 11 (Zt2 - Yt2) dm, 
respectively 
aircraft principal moments of inertia (kg-m2) = X2 dm, !I Y2 dm, !I 2 2  dm, respectively I 
aircraft products of inertia (kg-m2) = ! X Y  dm, I! XZ dm, YZ dm, respectively 1 
lag damper displacement (mm) 
vertical distance from shaft strain gage at A to rotor hub center (m) = 0.394 
vertical distance from shaft strain gage at B to rotor hub center (m) = 0.149 
distance between lag hinge and lag damper line of action (m) 
lateral blade cyclic pitch, positive roll to the right (deg) 
longitudinal blade cyclic pitch, positive nose up (deg) 
helicopter mass (kg) 
reduced helicopter mass (kg) 
total rotating in-plane moment at shaft section A in xs-direction (N-m) 
total rotating in-plane moment at shaft section A in ys-direction (N-m) 
total rotating in-plane moment at shaft section B in xs-direction (N-m) 
total rotating in-plane moment at shaft section B in ys-direction (N-m) 
total rotating in-plane hub moment in xs-direction (N-m) 
total rotating in-plane hub moment in ys-direction (N-m) 
total rotating out-of-plane hub moment (N-m) 
blade sectional mass (kg/m) 
main rotor 
I 
















total nonrotating in-plane hub moment in Ys-direction (N-m) 
total nonrotating out-of-plane hub moment (N-m) (Mz is equivalent to mtz) 
harmonic number 
load factor 
standard atmospheric pressure (mbar) = 1013.25 
static flight pressure (mbar) 
blade radial location (m) 
rotor radius (m) 
static 
true air speed ( d s )  
standard atmospheric temperature ( O K )  = 288.16 
static flight temperature ("C) 
tail rotor 
velocity ( d s )  
water line (m) 
aircraft c.g. axis system (origin at aircraft c.g., fig. la) 
blade reference axis system (origin at one-quarter chord, fig. 5 )  
rotating-shaft reference axis system (origin at hub center, fig. 14) 
wind axis system (origin at aircraft c.g., fig. IC) 
rotor axis system (origin at hub center, fig. lb) 
blade principal inertia axes (origin at chordwise c.g., fig. 5 )  




chordwise blade c.g. location in xb,yb,zb axis system (m) 
Yb-axis location in xb,yb,zb axis system (neutral axis) (m) 





angle of attack (deg) 
specific heat ratio for air = 1.4 
lag angle (deg) 
pitch angle (deg) 
advance ratio 
air density (kg/m3) 
standard atmospheric density (kg/m3) = 1.225 
solidity 
density ratio 
angle between Yb,Zb axes and yb,zb axes (deg) 
azimuth angle, measured from tail boom toward advancing side of rotor disk (deg) 




Data from 23 flight conditions, including level flights ranging from p. = 0.14 to 0.37 and steady 
turning flights from p = 0.26 to 0.35, are presented for an Aerospatiale SA349/2 Gazelle helicopter. The 
data include hub loads data (for 6 of the 23 conditions), blade structural data at eleven different blade radial 
stations, and fuselage structural data. All dynamic data are presented as harmonic analysis coefficients (ten 
harmonics per rotor revolution). This report also documents the data acquisition and reduction proce- 
dures. Blade structural and inertial properties are provided in addition to control system geometry and 
properties. 
INTRODUCTION 
Measuring and analyzing helicopter oscillatory hub loads is an important step toward the ultimate goal 
of minimizing vibration. One important purpose of the 1987 flight test of the SA349/2 helicopter was to 
measure rotor hub loads. This was accomplished by instrumenting the rotor shaft at two locations and 
determining the resulting rotating and nonrotating loads at the hub. Additional flight measurements 
acquired at two different blade chordwise c.g. locations, included blade moments at eleven radial stations, 
pitch link loads, blade flap and lag angles, shaft angle, seat accelerations, servo loads, gearbox strut loads, 
and lag damper force. Data for 23 flight conditions covering a wide range of thrust levels and speeds are 
documented in this report. 
This flight test of the Aerospatiale SA349/2 helicopter initiated the second phase of joint work between 
the National Aeronautics and Space Administration and the French Ministry of Defense. The objective of 
this program is to gain a better understanding of rotor aerodynamic and dynamic phenomena by correlating 
flight test data from the SA349/2 with French and U.S. rotor analyses. The first phase of cooperative 
work also consisted of an extensive flight-test program, which was conducted in 1984 in France. The 
1984 flight test produced blade airloads and structural loads data (ref. 1). The data documented in this 
report complement the data given in reference 1 since many of the 1984 flight conditions were duplicated 
during the 1987 flight program (also conducted in France). 
AIRCRAFT AND ROTOR DESCRIPTION 
Properties and characteristics of the aircraft and rotor are given in reference 1, but some are repeated . here for convenience. 
w SA349/2 Aircraft 
The SA349/2 aircraft consists of a three-bladed, fully-articulated main rotor and a Fenestron tail rotor. 
Basic aircraft information is given in table 1. Reference axes and sign conventions for aircraft loads are 




The rotor consists of the Non Articule en Trainee (NAT) hub and three, constant-chord Grande Vitesse 
(GV) blades. The GV blades are rectangular tipped and have OA209 airfoil profiles. Rotor characteristics 
and control system geometry are provided in table 2 and figure 3. Figure 4 shows the GV blade planform 
and twist distribution. Reference axes for the blade sectional properties are shown in figure 5. The sec- 
tional characteristics of the blade are tabulated in tables 3 and 4 for chordwise c.g. locations of 24.7% and 
26.7%, respectively. The blade chordwise c.g. location is varied by removing or inserting weights in a 
tube that is part of the blade structure. The tube extends along the length of the blade and is located at the 
25% chordwise station. The rotating frequencies of the GV blade for the two different chordwise c.g 
locations are shown in figure 6a. The calculations were made using CAMRAD (ref. 2). Similar calcula- 
tions were made using an Aerospatiale analysis, IAK40 (described in ref. I), as shown in figure 6b. The 
CAMRAD results were computed in vacuo, while the IAK40 results include the effects of aerodynamics. 
Figures 7 and 8 show the IAK40 calculated blade damping ratio and modal frequencies for both c.g. loca- 
tions. Note that figure 7 shows a calculated instability at the operating rpm for the 26.7% c.g. location, 
which did not occur during the flight test. This calculated instability may be the result of neglecting 
unsteady aerodynamics in the IAK40 analysis. 
, 
INSTRUMENTATION 
The aircraft instrumentation and data acquisition processes are described in this section. 
Flight Condition Parameters 
The environmental conditions of the flight test were fully documented. Flight condition parameters 
recorded for each flight test included: helicopter mass; altitude; indicated airspeed; ground pressure and 
temperature; static flight pressure and temperature; collective-pitch stick position; lateral and longitudinal 
cyclic pitch stick position; tail rotor pedal position; aircraft pitch and roll angles; aircraft pitch, roll, and 
yaw rates; load factor; rotor rotational speed; and engine power. All stick positions were translated into the 
equivalent pitch angles. The collective pitch was referenced to the 75% radial station value. 
Rotating Frame Instrumentation 
The GV blades were instrumented with 31 strain gages to measure structural loads at eleven radial sta- 
tions (fig. 9). Flapwise, edgewise, and torsion moments were measured at 9, 10, and 6 radial stations, 
respectively. Two of the blades were instrumented to measure blade flap angle and lag damper displace- 
ment. Figure 10 shows locations of the rotating NAT hub instrumentation. The flap angle was measured 
using an angular sensor located about the flap hinge. The sensor is composed of two components: one 
component is fixed relative to the blade flap motion and the other component rotates as the blade flaps 
about the hinge. The sensor delivers an induced sinusoidal tension. The linear part of this sinusoidal sig- 
nal is proportional to the rotation angle of the sensor rotating component. The blade lag displacement was 
measured using a potentiometer. Properties of the lag damper are given in reference .1. All three pitch 
links were instrumented. 
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The rotor shaft instrumentation produced four measurements: shaft bending moments at two locations, 
shaft torque, and shaft vertical force. Figure 11 shows the gage locations. FlSHAFT and F3SHAFT 
each represent a gage couple (two gages located diametrically opposite each other). The direction of the 
bending moment is perpendicular to the diameter formed by the gage couple. 
Fixed Frame Instrumentation 
Fixed frame instrumentation included strain gages on two of the three primary control system servos 
and strain gages on each of the four main gearbox struts. In addition, pilot- and copilot-seat vertical 
vibration were measured using accelerometers. Locations of all nonrotating instrumentation are shown in 
figure 12. 
On-Board Data Acquisition 
A schematic of the data acquisition process is shown in figure 13. The flight condition parameters 
were digitized by an onboard modular acquisition unit (UAM). The resulting digitized data stream was 
recorded on magnetic tape. The flight parameter values presented in this report represent data averaged 
over one second (approximately seven consecutive rotor revolutions). The rotating frame signals were 
transferred to the nonrotating frame using 45 channels of a 50-channel slipring. The rotating and nonro- 
tating frame signals were then relayed to seven frequency domain multiplexers. All multiplexing was per- 
formed according to the Inter Range Instrumentation Group standard. 
DATA REDUCTION 
The calculation of additional flight condition parameters and the reduction of strain gage data are 
presented. Also, the procedure for determining hub loads from shaft loads measurements is described. 
Calculated Rotor Flight Parameters 
In addition to the parameters discussed in the Flight Condition Parameters section, the following 
values were calculated: 
A = X R ~  




CT/O = Nmg/(pA(RR)20) 
Strain Gage and Potentiometer Signals 
Strain gage signals were recorded over many rotor revolutions; however, only seven consecutive 
revolutions were reduced. These seven revolutions correspond temporally to the seven revolutions used to 
acquire the flight condition parameters. A harmonic analysis of the gage signals was performed for each 
of the seven revolutions. The results were then averaged. The strain gage signals were converted to 
harmonic analysis coefficients, ten per rotor revolution, which were then converted into physical units. 
Although the strain gage data were acquired from all three blades, all data were referenced to the blade 1 
azimuth position, starting at 0" azimuth (rear blade position). The lag angle was calculated from the lag 
displacement (potentiometer signal) using the following relationship. 
I 




X = A0 + 2 [An cos (nY) + Bn sin (nY)] 
where Y = 0" corresponds to the rear blade position. 
Determination of Hub Loads from Shaft Loads 
The hub loads were calculated from measured shaft bending moments. Bending moments in the x- 
direction, mtAx and mtBx, were measured at distances 1~ and fg from the rotor center (fig. 14). The 
rotating hub forces and moments are represented in figure 14 by (ftx, fty) and (mtx, mty), respectively. 
The shaft is assumed to be a beam isolated from other external forces and moments. The relationships 
between the loads at the hub and the loads at sections A and B are: 
I 4 
fty = (ma,  - mtAx)/(lA - 1 ~ )  (20) 
The moments mtAx and mtBx are measured by the gage couples FlSHAJT and F3SHAFT, respectively. 
Through symmetry, lmtAx I = lmtAy I and ImtBx I = ImtBy I. Also, the phases of mtAy and mtBy lag 
mtAx and mtBx by 90’. Therefore, all terms required to solve for the total rotating forces and moments at 
the hub are known. For a rotor with b equally spaced blades, only the nb f 1 harmonics exist for the 
rotating frame in-plane hub loads (ftx, fty, mtx, mty), and only the nb harmonics exist for the out-of-plane 
loads (ftz, mtz). A coordinate transformation is performed to obtain the fixed frame hub loads, Fx, F y  
Mx, and M y  (fig. 15). These loads can be expressed in terms of the rotating frame loads by 
c 
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FX = ftx cos@!) + fty sin(Y) (21) 
F y  = -ftx sin(Y) + fty cos(Y) (22) 
M x  = mtx cos(”) + mtY sin(”) 




Through phase cancellation, only the nb harmonics exist for the fixed frame loads. 
FLIGHT CONDITIONS 
The flight envelope included advance ratios from 0.0078 to 0.371 and values of CT/O from 0.062 to 
0.133 (fig. 16). A complete list of the 23 flight conditions is presented in Appendix A. This flight test 
attempted to duplicate selected flight conditions from the first test documented in reference 1. This was 
done by directing the pilot to an altitude such that a desired reduced-mass value was obtained. Once at the 
desired altitude, the aircraft forward speed was adjusted to obtain a desired true air speed (TAS). 
DATA PRESENTATION 
. 
As shown in Appendix A, flight V31 consisted of 6 conditions, flight V32 consisted of 7 conditions, 
and flight V33 consisted of 10 conditions for a total of 23 flight conditions. A li’st of measured parameters 
and their sign conventions are provided in Appendix B. Flight V3 1 and V32 were performed with the 
blade chordwise c.g. located at 24.7%. The chordwise c.g. for flight V33 was located at 26.7%. Note 
that Appendix B also indicates which measurements were inoperable for the three flights. 
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Appendix C contains the following for each of the 23 flight conditions: a) flight test parameters, 
b) blade bending moments, and c) airframe loads. 
Appendix D provides rotating and nonrotating hub loads derived from the measured shaft forces and 
moments. Only values for flight V31 are provided, since F3SHAFT and the shaft torque gage, 
CZSHAFT, were inoperable during flights V32 and V33. 
The data were checked for consistency where possible. Redundant blade strain gage instrumentation 
provided blade-to-blade comparisons at 12%, 29%, and 87% radial stations. Also, pitch link loads, blade 
flap angle, and blade lag angle were redundantly measured. Discrepancies in mean values were noticed for 
the bending moments, pitch link loads, and lag angle for some of the flight conditions. However, the data 
are presented here without alteration. 
. 
Flight Test Parameters 
A list of the environmental conditions and aircraft and rotor trim values precede the tabulated data for 
each of the flight conditions in Appendix C (for example, see Appendix C, page Cl). The average, mini- 
mum, and maximum values over seven consecutive rotor revolutions are presented for each parameter. 
Also, the standard deviation (STD.DEV.) is provided. 
Rotor and Aircraft Measurements 
The blade structural moments, flap and lag angles, lag damper force, pitch link loads, servo loads, 
shaft loads, gearbox strut loads, and seat accelerations are all presented in harmonic coefficient form. The 
coefficients represent the average value over seven consecutive rotor revolutions (10 harmonics per revo- 
lution). Note that redundant instrumentation is available for several of the rotor measurements (for exam- 
ple, blade flap angle). 
Hub Loads Data 
Appendix D presents hub force and hub moment data. Hub load data were measured for flight V31 
only. The mean value of the vertical force, Fz, was not accurate because of signal drift. FZ is identical to 
the parameter FZSHAFT in Appendix C. For convenience, the 3/rev and 6/rev values of FZSHAFI' are 
repeated in Appendix D as Fz. 
Appendix D provides the l/rev, 2/rev, .?./rev, Yrev, and 7/rev harmonic coefficient values for f b  
(total, rotating in-plane force). Recall from the section Determination of Hub Loads from Shaft Loads that 
I ftx I = I fty I ; therefore, only values for ftx are given. In addition, the hub forces in the fixed frame are 
given in terms of the mean, 3/rev and 6/rev for F x  and Fy  (in-plane forces) and in terms of 3/rev and 
6/rev for Fz. As discussed earlier, ftz = Fz. 
Similar information is provided for the hub moments in Appendix D. M i  is identical to the shaft 
torque parameter, CZSHAFT, presented in Appendix C. Again, the mean, 3/rev, and 6/rev values of 
CZSHAFT are repeated in Appendix D as MZ for convenience. 
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TABLE 1.- SA349/02 HELICOPTER DATA 
Design aircraft gross weight (kg): 2000.0 
387.0 
59 19.0 
Design main-rotor rotational speed (rpm): 
Design tail-rotor rotational speed (rpm): 
Estimated aircraft moments of inertia (kg - m2): 
(for reference axis: see fig. 1) 
Ixx = 800.0 SWASHPLATE 
FORWARD 
LEAD ANGLE \ Iyy = 4200.0 
Izz = 3600.0 




Ixy = 0.0 
Iyz = 0.0 
Shaft angle of attack (degrees): (Positive rearward) 
Main rotor -4.0 
Tail rotor 0.0 
Shaft cant angle (degrees): 
Main rotor 0.0 
Tail rotor 0.0 
Horizontal tail cant angle (degrees): - 1 .O 
(Relative to floor reference, positive 
rearward, see fig. 1) 
Vertical tail cant angle (degrees): 0.0 
Aircraft CG location (m): (for reference axis: see fig. 1) 
FS (Fuselage station) X = -0.09 
BL (Butt line) Y = 0.0 
WL (Waterline) 2 = -1.32 
Tail rotor hub location (m): (for reference axis: see fig. 1) 
FS X = 5.86 
BL Y = 0.0 
WL 2 = -0.83 
Horizontal tail aerodynamic center (m): 
FS X = 4.82 
BL Y = 0.0 
WL 2 = -1.10 
(for reference axis: see fig. 1) 
Vertical tail center of action (m): (for reference axis: see fig. 1) 
FS X = 5.89 
BL Y = 0.0 
WL Z. = -0.13 
Fixed swashplate azimuth lead angle (degrees): 34.0 
I '  
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TABLE 2.- ADVANCED GEOMETRY ROTOR DATA 





Design tip speed (dsec) 
Rotation direction, viewed from top 
Blade mass (kg) 
Blade flap mass (mass outboard of flap hinge) (kg) 
Blade mass moment (m - kg) (Reference: flapping axis) 
Blade polar inertia (m2 kg) (Reference: flapping axis) 
= Ij(y2+z2)dm - 
I, 
Blade flap inertia (m2 - kg) (Reference: flapping axis) 
Lock number 
Flap hinge offset (m) 
Lag hinge offset (m) 
Distance between lag hinge and lag damper line of action (m) 
Control system stiffness (N/m) (not measured) 
Pitch bearing radial location (m) 
Pitch horn arm length (m) 
Pitch link length (m) 
Pitch horn cant angle (degrees) 
Pitch link cant angle (degrees) 
Precone angle (degrees) 
Droop angle (degrees) 
Sweep angle (degrees) 
Feathering axis droop angle (degrees) 
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Figure 2.- Aircraft force and moment sign conventions. 
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Figure 4.- Grande Vitesse blade planform and twist distribution. 
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ROTOR ROTATIONAL SPEED, rpm 
(a) Rotating blade modal frequency vs rpm: CAMFWD calculated. 
























100 200 300 400 
ROTOR ROTATIONAL SPEED, rpm 
(b) Rotating blade modal frequency vs rpm: IAK40 calculated. 
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Figure 8.- Blade modal frequency vs blade pitch: IAK40 calculated (at 387 rpm). 
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Figure 9.- Blade instrumentation. 
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Figure 14.- Hub and shaft loads reference system. 
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$ = 180" 
mtx 
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NONROTATING LOADS: Fx, Fy,  Mx, My 
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MEASURED PARAMETERS AND SIGN CONVENTIONS 
Appendix B lists all measured flight test parameters for the 23 flight conditions. Given for each 
parameter is the parameter name as used in Appendix C, the physical description, the units, and the sign 
convention. 
Parameter Name Description 
FLAP BEND flap bending moment 
12% R; blades 1,3 
20% R; blade 2 
29% R; blades 1,3 
37% R blade 2 
54% R blade 2 
63% R blade 1 a 
7 1 % R; blade 2 
80% R; blade 1 b 
85% R; blade 2 
EDGE BEND edgewise bending moment 
12% R; blades 1,3 
20% R; blade 2 
29% R; blade 1 
37% R; blade 2 
46% R blade 1 
54% R blade 2 
63% R blade 1 
71% R; blade 2 
80% R blade 1 





12% R blades 1,3 
20% R blade 2 
29% R blades 1,3 
54% R blade 2 
80% R; blade 2 















positive moment created 
by downward force on 
blade at tip 
positive moment created 
by force at blade tip directed 
from trailing to leading edge 
positive moment created 
by blade nose-up 
deflection at tip 
positive angle created by blade 
flapping upwards 
positive, deflection in the 
direction against rotation . 
FLAGDAMP 
PTCH LNK LD 
SERVO 







lag damper force N 














seat acceleration g 
front right seat 
front left seat 
longitudinal shaft bending N-m 
moment 
lateral shaft bending moment N-m 
longitudinal shaft bending N-m 
moment 
shaft vertical force N 
shaft torque N-m 
positive, lag damper in 
tension 
positive, pitch link in tension 
positive, upwards force 
positive, strut compressed 
positive, strut compressed 
positive, strut in tension 
positive, strut in tension 
positive, bending toward front 
of aircraft 
positive, bending toward left 
side of aircraft (facing 
forward) 
positive, bending toward front 
of aircraft 
positive, upwards force 
a not functioning for conditions V3101, V3103 
b not functioning for V3109, V32 (all conditions), and V33 (all conditions) 
C not functioning for V32 (all conditions) and V33 (all conditions) 
d not functioning for V32 (all conditions) and V33 (all conditions) 
positive, counterclockwise as 
viewed from above 
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APPENDIX C 
SA349/2 HELICOPTER FLIGHT TEST DATA 
Flight test data for each of the 23 flight conditions are listed. A list of flight parameters precedes 
the data for each condition. 
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APPENDIX D 
FLIGHT TEST DATA - HUB LOADS 
The measured hub forces and moments for six flight conditions, V3101, V3103, V3105, V3106, 
V3109, and V3111 are presented for both the rotating and nonrotating frame. 
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